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God and the machine
Bible translation has changed dramatically, says
Jon Riding. How innovative computer programs,
and a localised approach, have sped up the process
Our perception of the Christian Bible and its
place in society has been changing fast over
the last 50 years. Many express surprise that
Bible translation still takes place. Surely it has
been translated into most languages by now?
Yet of almost 7,000 active known languages,
only about 450 have a complete translation
of the Bible. Today, hundreds of translation
teams, comprising thousands of translators,
are working all over the world.
What has changed, however, is the way
they are going about the task. The first great
impetus to translate the Bible came in the
19th century and was characterised by the
missionary translator. These men and women
travelled into the developing world, and
spent many years learning an indigenous
language and then translating all or part of
the Bible for the newly established churches
there. It was not uncommon for a translator
to spend 15 years learning the language and
another 25 years or more on the translation.
Bible translation in the 21st century follows
a very different model. There have been
many developments in translation theory
and practice. Among these have been the
increasing use not only of modern linguistic
and anthropological theories of translation but
also of computational linguistics as a means to
speed up and check translations in the field.
We aim to complete modern translations
within 15 years. The impetus now comes from
the potential readership. Communities where
the Church is established often express a need
for a translation in the local vernacular, and
they also provide teams of translators who
are prepared to undertake the work. The use
of local people was pioneered by Eugene
Nida (see opposite) and Bible translators now
tend to be drawn from the local community.
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Not only is the text
varied, it is also likely
that the translation
team will change
during the project
As scholars who represent the major Christian
denominations, they are unlikely to be
professional translators. Many, like Nida
himself, are ministers, seconded by their
churches to work as Bible translators. As
such, they generally have theological training
and are in touch with the needs of the local
people. Where they are likely to need support
is in the area of formal linguistics, biblical
languages and textual criticism. The Bible
Societies have developed strategies to help
these teams create scholarly translations,
acceptable to all mainstream denominations.
Each team is given a translation consultant
(TC) who oversees their work, providing
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support in linguistics, biblical languages and
textual criticism. TCs may oversee 12 or more
projects at any one time and they are aided
by computer-based tools, which help them
to work more effectively and consistently.
The Bible is possibly the most complex
translation project a translator will ever
undertake. Generally regarded as a book, it is,
in fact, a library of writings whose origins span
a period of some 3,000 years, from about
2,900BC to 100AD. It incorporates historical
narrative, legal codices, correspondences,
philosophy and poetry within its 1,000 or so
pages. Each of these genres brings its own
challenges, and yet a good translation will not
only recognise such distinctions but also deal
consistently with the great themes, such as
social justice and redemption, that run
through this eclectic set of texts. Providing
this kind of consistency over a project that will
last for at least 10 years is a huge challenge.
Not only is the text itself varied in genre and
origin, it is also likely that the translation team
will change during the project.
The Linguistic Computing team at the
Bible Society has been working for more than
15 years, researching the application of
computational linguistics to biblical translation.
Our systems are geared to the needs of a TC
supporting many projects, perhaps none of
which are in a language that they know.
When the TCs visit projects they must,
nevertheless, find ways to critique the work of
the translators and offer them the help they
need as the translation progresses. The
traditional way of doing this is to ask a
second set of translators to prepare a backtranslation into a model language known to
the TC. Yet putting together just one
translation team is hard enough; it is often
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A well-thumbed copy of the
Maasai Bible; and ( far left) the
Kikamba translation team works
on their translation in 2005

impossible to find more to act as backtranslators. In reality, the back-translation is
often prepared by members of the same
translation team, with some loss of objectivity.
The team in the UK, in collaboration with
colleagues all over the world, has developed
a system of statistical glossing, which powers
an automatic, interlinear back-translation of
the new text against the model. The system
runs on a typical laptop and is used by
thousands of translators and TCs all over the
world. It is entirely independent of language
and needs no dictionaries or tables.
Statistical analysis identifies relationships
between words in the new translation and
their equivalent words or phrases in the model
translation. While such processing is of less
help at the start of a project, once sufficient
text is available to support the analysis, it
provides increasingly helpful feedback to
both TC and translators. Useful results are
returned by most language pairs, depending
on a number of criteria, such as the relative
closeness of the languages and their degree
of morphological complexity. Even disparate
language pairs can be processed successfully.
Interestingly, it is often the misses that tell us
most. A passage of text that does not gloss
well may be the result of failures in the
analysis, but it might also be a consequence of
the nature of the text. For example, a passage
that makes much use of metaphor in the
original may need to be handled differently
in the translation. The consequence may be a
text that does not readily align on a word-forword basis with a model text. Such passages
in the Bible are well documented and a TC
may become curious if the automatic
interlinear shows a close word-for-word
correspondence between the new translation
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and the model at these points. It is possible
that the two languages share the same
metaphor, but it is certainly worth checking.
Individual words and phrases can also be
investigated. The Bible Societies have lists of
“key terms” in the Bible. These are words
dealing with important theological issues and
include concepts such as “redemption” and
“salvation”, as well as more directly descriptive
but important terms, for example “temple”.
A TC is always looking to see that such
concepts are handled consistently across the
whole corpus. The glossing technology
allows TCs to explore each term and identify
places where the translation has treated them
differently. If “temple” appears in a particular
corpus 137 times, say, and on two
occurrences a different word has been used,
the TC would want to talk to the translators
about how they have handled the term. They
may have sound reasons for the exceptions
but the system has helped the TC to ask an
intelligent question, and the translators may
opt to revisit the phrase or passage.
As the project progresses, the translators
and the TC correct errors in the automatic

interlinear and this information is fed back
into the processing to improve the results.
Some teams have refined this practice to the
point where, in the later stages of a project,
the interlinear can be used to generate entire
passages as first drafts for the translation
team to review and correct.
Foundational texts, such as the Bible, are
of huge significance to their communities;
for those with a strong or growing Christian
ethos, the Bible is key to their mores and
identity. Rowan Williams, Archbishop of
Canterbury, has expressed the continuing
need for vernacular Bible translation in these
terms: “Christians have been convinced that
every human language can become the
bearer of scriptural revelation. The words in
which revelation is first expressed are not
solid, impenetrable containers of the
mystery; they are living realities which spark
recognition across even the deepest of gulfs
between cultures, and generate new words
native to diverse cultures which will in turn
become alive and prompt fresh surprise and
recognition”. For the Bible Societies that
remains the heart of the matter.

Eugene Nida: a Bible revolutionary
Bible translation was revolutionised in the mid-20th century by Eugene Nida, who led
the translation programme of the American Bible Society for more than 50 years.
Moving away from literal translation, Dr Nida developed a practical approach to
translation known as Functional (or Dynamic) Equivalence, with the aim of producing
clear and accurate translations using the expressions of the target audience.
From 1968, he was instrumental in establishing cross-denominational Bibles, helping
to coordinate the translation output of the Vatican and the United Bible Societies
(UBS), which was carried out according to the principles of Functional Equivalence. He
set up teams of translators in 85 countries and supervised Bible translations into
around 200 languages. Eugene Nida died on 25 August 2011, aged 96.
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